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SUMMARY 
The KIM group of mineral claims is owned by Magtite MineFals Ltd. N.P.L. and 

is situated in the Moose Creek water&& located 45 kilometers east of Golden, BC. The 
property is host to portions of the Ice River C o q l e x  and contaius a number of 
geologicaUy unique and economically signiscent features, including lbut not limited to] 
extensive resources of industrial-quality titaniferous magnetite, a widely dispersed 
resource of ornamental sodalite, an enonaous quantity of nepheline syenite, and an 
Unde5m-d deposit of possible ore-grade base and p i o u s  metals. 

The KMDRC at a meeting on March 14,2000 and March 15,2000 expressed a 
required review of 3"' party expert to conduct an evaluation of the magnetite and sodalite 
deposit as to economic viability of these operations. S. B. Butrenchdc was recommended 
by MEM and asked to give his opinion on these properties. Mr. Butrenchuk visited the 
site with me on September 13, 2001. Mr. Butrenchuk did complete a report on the 
magnethe deposit [Report 26,663 dated September 30, 20011 but did not complete a 
report on the sodalite viability, as he did not feel competent to give an opinion on 
decorative stone. The costs of MT. Butrenchuk's visit to the properties and days spent in 
consultation were not included in the above-mentioned report and are attached to this 
report. 

With relevant information obtained I approached various decorative stone 
operators and reachedthe following assessment ofwhat is the prudent means of fbrther 
investigation to properly evaluate the sodalite deposit. 

The area where this deposit is located is curredy designated as "Specid 
Management" and mibl plarming in this region must appreciate the other ticton listed 
in the KMRDC tphutes. Aithough the legislation giving the "right to access" is 
established to streamlining access issues, more information must be documented prior to 
developing 

The sodalite development must adhere to intense scrutiny because of the location 
of the deposit so economic evaluations will be accomplished by non-mitigating access. 
This will allow for the introduction of value added products in the winter of 2002 and the 
removal of larger quantity of sodalite and evaluation of the boulders by blasting in the 
summer season of 2003. 



0 Economic Evaluation 

Of the 

KIM Mineral Claims 

INTRODUCTION 

To comply with requests from KMDRC meetings on March 14,2000 and March 
15,2000 I contaoted Steven Butrenchmk a recognized geologist to Morm an economic 
evaluation of the Magnet&e and S o m e  properties omed by Magtite Minerals Ltd. 
N.P.L. The ministry had requested a third party expert with recognized experthe in 
Industriai Minerals investigate these depositsandreport ontheiieumomic This 
wasqukedbefore dowiag p d a c c e s s  to the property. Mr. Butrenchuckdidfilehis 
tindings on the magnetite deposit but was uncomfortable m giving an opinion on the 
decorative stone. In our meehgs he r e c o d  that I approach various operations 
and get opinions from operators or marketjmg agents. 

I have contacted over the last year many operators within North America and also 
had discussions with wholesale and marketing firms. One of the tiles produced from a 
sample processed by Margranite Indmtries, h m  a bouMer sample, was displayed at the 
Las Vega!? exposition by at&? wholesaler mthe United States. There was muchinmest 

the sample; however, there were a h  many questions about the quality and quantity of 
the souroe. 

one of the wholesale distributors believed that the sample might be too porous 
but that is OM of the characteristics of the sodalite and would require more sampling. 
This operator also mentioned that they had purchased and marketed many boulders fiom 
Brazil and if the boulders within this talus slope contain s&ient percentage of sodalite 
then he would like to assist inmarketing the product. 

In discussions with quarry operators in Vermont, New Hampshire and Tennessee 
they believe that the percentage of sodalite would have to exceed 15% of the polished 
surface. The way to det- this percentage is to have the large specimens cut and 
polished I explained to them the logistic problems m removing the large boulders and 
also that there was three di€hent contacts and types of boulders [Eddie report]. The 
operators said that the simplest means of doing an evaluation of the sodalite content of 
boulders h m  these deposits would be to sand blast the boulders and review the 
percentage m this way. One of the craft market operators m Rutlad, V m n t  reviewed 
the material and said that the value added use of decorative stone has created a large 
industry inthis region. 
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LOCATION 

The KIM property is located within the Golden Mining Division, onNTS map 
sheet 82NlW at Latitude 51” 11’30” N, Longitude 116’ 22’ 00” W [see Location Map; 
Figure 1, follow&]. It is located Within the headwaters of Moose Creek, occupying the 
western side of the valley. Its western boundary is shared with Yoho National Park. 
Moose Creek drains southward to the Beaverfoot Valley, which flows northwestward to 
the Kicking Horse River. The property is situated 45 lrilometers east of Golden, BC and 
is accessible and is cmently accessed by helicopter. Forest senices roads reach within 
five kilometers of the property boundaries. 

The property is located h m  elevation 17- to 27- and coflsists of Pairnary 
sub alpine scrub vegetation and talus. Lower elevations are forest-wvercd, with mature 

apd pine. 

GEOLOGY: 

Sodalite is found within the Qn C and KimE claims. This is aidliant blue- 
greenmaterial in large float rocks strewnacross the talus slope with boulders up to 2mX 
3m m size, indicating a large source area To the west of the claims within Yoho National 
Park, Sodalite Creek flow westward h m  the Kim claim area, and suggests that sodalite 
material is abundant locally. Sodalite in float material that contains sedimeI.ltary wall 
rock is found to be at right angles to bedding planes. The presence of float laterally 
across the talus slope suggests that the sodalite ocanxprimarily in vein material, and is 
hosted by both sdhw&uy and igneous rocks. It is noted that float material which is 
located down slope &om i n f e r r e d  sdmenmy host appears to have a much more rich 
coloration than hosted by nephek syenite. 

In discussions with quarry operators and wholesalers they believe that the porous 
nature of these two types of intrusive sodalite may differ greatly and that both types of 

believe that the intrusive h m t h e  sedimentary deposits may be extmcted to create a 
viable mark&, while the ornamental stone h m  the syenite deposit may be less porous. 

of sodalite may be present in these two zones. 

intrusive must be evaluated. In disc~ons  withthe secondllly craft industry owners they 

Tonnage calculations made by Addie [1990], suggest that over 6 million long tons 
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2001 PROGRAM: 

Economic Evaluation 

Of the 

KIM Mineral Claims 

The primary focus of the 2001 program was to gain en economic evaluation of the 
and Sodslite deposits owned by Magtite Minerals Ltd. N.P.L. Steve 

Butrenchuk who was r e M  to the author by MEM accompenied the author. Access 
was gained by helicopter fiom Golden. Larry Dover and Ed Clemens were brought to 
the site from the end of the road to accompany Mr. Buttenchuck to expedite review of the 
properties. The reason for this is that the author has a heart condition and camot 
maneuver at these high altitudes. The total cost of the 2001 exploration program was 
$7,278.32, which includes $1,200 W i e d  in progtam for report 26,663. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOGMENDATIONS 

Reviewing information gained in discussion with quarry operators and marketing 
agents the qualay of the deposit must be further investigated for stone product 
development. The potential for developing this deposit for local craft industry also 
be ionrestigated. To accommodate these invedgations satnpliug and testiag should be 
completed without the development of access roads and in seasons with minimal impact 
to the Grkzly population. With these perimeters in mind the following will be done: 

1. Inthe fall of2002 a small collection of sodalite material will be collected 
h m  the talus slope to prepare satnples for the craft market These 
samples will be taken by the author to ten trade shows to gauge the 
interest. 

2. In July of 2003 a work schedule will be implemented to sand blast sodalite 
boulders of both sedimentary and igneous make-up to derive the 
percentage of sodalite m these boulders and to extract the blasted material 
for developing the craft market. 

3. Two sodalite boulders of d h n t a r y  and two sodalite boulders of 
igneous rocks weighing maximum load for helicopter will be removed for 
cutting and polishing. 

4. Inventory and mappiug of intrusive sodalite boulders of sedimentary 
origin to be completed 

5.  Inventory and mappiug of intrwive sodalite boulders of igneous origin to 
be completed 
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ATTACHMENTS 

1. Mspofhcation 
2. ClaimSMap 
3. h6mralTenures 
4. LetterKMDRC 
5. Copy of Invoices 
6. Markets-SodaliteSampks 

8. Markets - Crafts Sodalite 
7. Markets - SO- Spheres 
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Mineral Titles Tenure Detail 
Lapl updated April 30,2002 

Tenure Number 366336 
Tenure Type FOUR POST CLAIM 
Old Tenure Number 366336 
Tag Nnmber 214275 
Claim Name KIME 
Tennre Status GOOD STANDING 2002.10.22 
Mining Division GOLDEN 
Primary Map 082N01 W-E 
Secondary Map 
Area 3 UNITS 
Owner@) 140824 MAGTITE M J N J X 4 L S  LTD. N.P.L. 100% 
Locator 141336 KLEMEN,EDWARD 
Commenced 1998.1022 13:45 
COmplaCa 1998.1022 1400 
h o e  Date 1998.10.22 
WorkReeorded To 2002.1022 
Pending Commentr 
PoatanotPIaced 7 
Plotted On Map YES 

Your u8e of h s  site IS subject to h s  d~sclamer 

Shortouts: Mrun Menu Free Mmer Search Tenure Search Lot Search 
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Mineral Titles Tenure Detail 
Lact ~ e d A p r i l 3 0 . 2 0 0 2  

Tenure Number 366337 
Tenure Type FOUR POST CLAIM 
Old Tenure Number 366331 
Tag Number 214274 
Claim Name KIMD 
Tennre Status GOOD STANDING 2002.10.22 
Mining Division GOLDEN 

Sce0ndaryM.p 
Area 2 U N m  
Owner@ 140824 MAGTITE MINERALS LTD. N.P.L. 100% 
Loeator 141336 KLEMEN,EDWARD 
Commend 1998.10.22 13:45 
completed 1998.10.22 1400 
Issue Data 1998.10.22 
WorkRewrd6d To 2002.10.22 
Pending Comments 
PwtrnotPlaced 5 
Plotted On Map YES 

Your we of this site is subject to this disclaimer. 

M.P 082NOl W-E 

Shortcuts: Main Menu Free Miner Search Tenure Search Lot Search 
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MEMORANDUM 
Ministry of Mines 
Energy and Mines Branch 

, ,  

BRITISH 
~ L U M B I A  

loo Cranbmok Street North. Cranbmok. British Columbia V1C 3PQ Telephone: (250) 4261557 Fax: (250) 4261652 

File: 204-20lKMDRC 
April 19,2000 

To: Government Agency Attendees 
(distribution list attached) 

KMDRC - Non-Coal Members 
(distribution list attached) 

MINUTES OF THE KMDRC MEETING OF MARCH 14, AND MARCH 15,2000 RE: 

Please find attached a copy of the final minutes of the KMDRC meetings held in Invermere, 
March 14,2000 and March 15,2000. 

You will be receiving copies of letters to the two proponents applying for work in the Moose 
Creek area with an attached compendium of agency comments that have been received to 
date. If your agency has not yet responded, please forward your comments and concerns 
directly to the proponent and copy myself. 

Dennis Roach 
Inspector of Mines 

DRlvs 

Encl. KMDRC Minutes 

THE GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH COLUWA IS AN "EMPLOYMENT EQUITY EMPLOYER" 



0 KOOTENAY MINE DEVELOPMENT REVIEW COMMITTEE 

March 14,2000 

ATTENDANCE RECORD 



0 KOOTENAY MINE DEVELOPMENT REVIEW COMMITTEE - NON-COAL 

PRESENT 

Andrew Whale, 
Chair 

Rieva Rosentreter 

Steve Wuschke 

Ed Shaw 

Doug Martin 

Mark Strwher 

Dwain Boyer 

Carl Johnson 

Peter J m a n  

Tony Wideski 

Wayne Stetski 

Steve Whitingham 

Stephen Sheehan 

Doug Rowland 

AGENCY 

MEM, Cranbrook 

MEM, Cranbmok 

MEM, Cranbrook 

MELP, Cranbrook 

MELP, Cranbrook 

MELP, Cmbmok  

MELP, Nelson 

MELP, Nelson 

MELP, Penticton 

MoF, Cranbrook 

BC Park?., Kootenays 

Parks Canada 

Environment Canada 

DFO 

PHONE 

250-426-1653 

250-426-1651 

250-426-1655 

250-489-8540 

250-489-8548 

250-426-8522 

250-354-6388 

250-354-6368 

250-490-8247 

250-426- 1100 

250-422-4200 

250-341-2224 

604-666-090 1 

604-666-191 1 

FAX 

250-426-1652 

250-426-1652 

250-426-1652 

250-489-8506 

250-489-8506 

250-489-8506 

250-354-6332 

250-354-6361 

250-492-13 I4 

250-426- 1111 

250-422-3326 

250-347-9980 

604-666-1463 

604 666-1901 

EMAIL 

Andrew.Whale@gems6.gov. bc.ca 

Rieva.Rosentreter@gems5.gov.bc.ca 

Steven. Wuschke@gemsZ.gov.bc.ca 

Ed.Shaw@gemsZ.gov.bc.ca 

Doug.Martin@gems7.gov.bc.ca 

Mark.Stroshe@gems3.gov.bc.ca 

Dwain.Boye@gems3.gov.bc.ca 

Carl.Johnson@gems2.gov.bc.ca 

Peter.Jman@gemsl .gov.bc.ca 

Tony. Wideski@gems5.gov.bc.ca 

Wayne.Stetski@gems6.gov. bc.ca 

Steve_Whitingham~pch.gc. ca 

Stephen.Sheehan@ec.gc.ca 

Rowlandd@pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca 

w:vsmolik/commimehndrc/distnc.doc 22-Feb-00 



111. DIRECTION ON MINERAL EXPLORATION 

Presentation by Dave Grieve, MEM, (DG) 

Questions and discussion follow: 

Berni Claus inquires about the Mining Rights Amendment Act (MRAA) and review thresholds for 
exploration? Andrew Whale responds with an explanation that the MRAA is for exploration, and 
the Environmental Assessment (EA) Act is for large mining projects. 

Doug Martin (MELP): Interjects that the Mining Rights Amendment Act is not without checks 
and balances. Rights of access are not automatically granted or guaranteed. 

Berni Claus states that Moose Creek has high environmental values - and asks when will these 
be addressed? 
AW responds that SWs discussion on MEM permit process will address those questions. 

Rod Pickard, Parks Canada, asks if the IAMC Technical team had been given this Notice of 
Work to review. Dave Grieve answers that the IAMC tech team has only reviewed this proposal 
and one in Greenland Creek. 

Derek Petersen, Parks Canada, makes reference to the road density exemption in Dave 
Grieve's handout. Dave Grieve answers that the temporary nature of exploration enables this. 

Doug Martin asks what is the process during an enhanced referral? AW responds noting that 
an enhanced referral is not that much more different than a regular referral. The enhanced 
referral is often wider and has features like conducting pre-work inspections, engaging in 
interagency meetings such as this and talking to effected user groups (e.g. Water users in a 
community watershed). May involve referral type consultations with a broader range of 
government agencies and licensee stakeholders. 

Berni Claus states that Federal Fisheries should get more Notice of Works. Doug Martin 
responds that the Provincial Environment Ministry works with DFO on contentious applications 
and information loops are set up. AW agrees. 

Berni Claus asks how often Is the public consulted during referrals. AW responds by saying 
almost never. 

IV. AGENCY INTERESTS 

Doug Martin, (MELP): With respect to the application we have concerns with grizzly bears, 
grizzly bear habitat (dens and feeding areas). Other species include goat and fisheries - we 
wish to see no negative downstream effects on Rainbow and Bull trout. It is not the mine itself 
but the access to the area. We wish to see a logical progression in the submission of 
applications. We do not want to see unorganized development in this area. 

Darcy Monchak (MoF): When and if we log in Moose Creek (fibre to the mill) we want to 
expedite the logging and silviculture processes. Take approximately 2 years to conduct 
operations and avoid bear habitat in the spring. During and after operations we will maintain 
non-motorized access into the area at the same time restrict motorised access. Evans has 
done some preliminary road reconnaissance for the location of a log haul road. They will issue 
an Special Use Permit (SUP) to the proponents according to the Forest Practice Code (FPC). I 
believe Evans has not done any terrain mapping yet. 
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Doug Martin (MELP) interjects that the first motorized hunting access restriction in this region 
was on the Moose I Dainard complex. 

Darcy Monchak goes on to say its not if, but when operations take place 

Ron Pickard asked do Special Management Zones make allowance for logging and mining? 
AW answered yes. 

Doug Martin states that at times it is difficult to determine what is so special about SMZs. 

Dave Grieve explains the concept of Special Management Zones and the Kootenay point of 
view. 

Rod Pickard, Parks Canada: We wish to advance our mandate of Ecological Integrity 
(overhead presented). Moose l Dainard is a strategic area since it adjacent to both Parks. We 
also try to promote the visitor experience: e.g. the Rock Wall along with backcountry recreation. 
Moose Creek is important to maintain biological integrity. Kootenay and Yoho are small parks. 
Buffers around these parks are not promoted. 

Derek Petersen: (text hand out) Parks are concerned about bears and fragmentation of bear 
habitat. There is a 500 metre zone of influence on either side of the highway which doesn't 
leave much out there. 

Paul Gailbraith: Makes a comment that the applications may be raised to a higher 
administrative review and wishes to comment more on that later. 

Berni Claus, Environment Canada: Made reference to sections of the federal fisheries Act, 
that it applies to all of Canada, that it is illegal to harm fish habitat unless authorized in advance 
by DFO. Also no deleterious substance can be allowed to enter in fish bearing waters; no 
authorization is possible. If there is a harmful alternation, disruption or destruction of fish habitat 
(HADD), then one must apply for an authorization, this triggers CEAA. He stated that relevant 
information must be provided to DFO for them to make a determination. Bull trout are of special 
concern to DFO, to First Nations and are a species at risk. The proponent can often use good 
practices that can mitigate impacts. 

Doug Martin, MELP, mentions that most exploration applications are handled by MELP. And 
asks what trigger will cause DFO to become involved on this project. Berni Claus responds that 
high public interest may cause DFO to become involved directly with the project. 

The Navigable Waters Protection Act deals with navigation. If a water bodylriver is navigable, 
the NWPA applies and results in a CEAA trigger. Relevant information must be provided to the 
Coast Guard. The federal Minister of Environment can also invoke CEAA under provisions 
regarding transboundary impacts on federal lands. This is similar to a provision under BCEAA 

If CEAA is triggered for projects, there are three potential levels of review: 1) Screening level 
review; 2) Comprehensive Study, or 3) a Mediation or a Panel review. For this particular 
project, the review would likely be a Screening level review lead by DFO, or if there were 
significant impacts or significant public interest than a Panel could result. No work can 
commence prior to review. 

A harmonization agreement exists between the BC Government and Canadian Federal 
Government. Accordingly, agencies from all levels of government would work together in a 
harmonized review. CEAA differs from the provincial BCEAA slightly, as issues of alternatives 
and cumulative effects are more thoroughly assessed. Regardless, we should not worry about 
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process too much. Regardless of review process, we should aim for quality review. A quality 
review would fit into any process. 

The proponent has provided very little written information on project, environmental resources, 
impacts, etc. regarding this project. Berni Claus asks, have any studies been done on this 
project? AW answered no, that is the reason we are here today. Bemi Claus mentioned we do 
not want things to happen in the absence of knowledge. A factual analysis of navigation issues, 
fisheries issues and significant trans-boundary Park issues will determine whether this project 
will lead to a review under the Canadian Environment Assessment Act ( C W )  . We should 
anticipate this. 

AW asked if this was necessary? Are bears in Moose Creek more vulnerable than in other 
areas of the province. Doug Martin responded that it is not the access, but the activity on the 
access which can cause the issues. Twenty trips on a tourist camp can cause issues. 

V. MEM PERMIT PROCEDURES 

Attached - Steve Wuschke hand out and overheads 

VI. ACCESS CONCEPTS 

Steve Wuschke: An "exploration trail" as defined in the MX Code may not be achieved in the 
Moose Creek drainage. Instead an "excavated trail" as defined in the Code will be the feature 
proposed and reviewed for an approval. 

Darcy Monchak: When does a 3d party expert conduct the required evaluation of the deposit? 
And who will decide if it's feasible after the 3d party delivers the information including trail 
details. 

AW: Usually MEM, but with the Feds involved (CEA process) that may change. 

Don Wolfendon: Asked if we were discussing the mine or the exploration trail. 
AW responded by saying the trail only at this time. Went on to say that if a project is less than 
75,000 tons is receives a regional review. Over that tonnage threshold and it goes to EA 
process. 

AW asks can the proposed exploration work be accomplished on a trail? Is there an 
opportunity to "double use" the existing horse trail (currently in use by Wolfendon) 

Bemi Claus asks whether the present proponent has alternative means to carry out his current 
exploration trail project (such as using helicopter access) to avoid triggering the CEAA process. 
Can MEM provide options to the proponent and guide him. 

Steve Wuschke noted there are three aspects that have to be evaluated: Quantity, quality and 
"saleability". 

Don Wolfendon mentioned that he extracted 5000 Ib. out of the deposit area a number of years 
ago. 

Andrew Whale asks if we can explore other access options. We don't want two trails on the 
east side of Moose Creek. 0 
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Brian Mallot, (MoF): The proposed trial location is quite close to the road envisioned by Evans 
(small business). 

Doug Martin mentions we can't have three accesses. (Wolfendon's, MX and Evans). 

Andrew Whale clarifies by referring to the widening of Wolfendon's trail. 

Don Wolfendon states that the idea is not really practical. Substantial cut and fills required to 
take machinery down a rambling pack horse route. Goes on to say he has concerns with the 
mining proponent's using camping spots with no facilities. Also goats are declining in numbers 
- but nobody knows why. 

Brian Mallot states that other than timber volumes to be cut, MoF may have not a lot more to 
say to the proponent. All on-tenure construction will be covered under the MX code. All off- 
tenure construction will be covered under the FPC Act. 

0 

END OF MORNING SESSION 

Appendix I 

Appendix II 

Appendix 111 

Appendix IV 

Appendix V 

Appendix VI 

Appendix VII 

Appendix Vlll 

Appendices 

Magnetite Minerals Overheads by Steve Wuschke 

Slate Proposals Overheads by Steve Wuschke 

Hand out by Dave Grieve - Direction on Mineral Exploration in SRMZs 

Overheads by Dave Grieve - Direction on Mineral Exploration in SRMZs 

Hand out by DFO -Application Requirements for works or undertakings that can 
impact fish or fish habitats. 

Hand out by Parks Canada's Response on Moose Creek Access Management 

Hand out by Steve Wuschke - Mines Act Permitting Process 

Overheads by Steve Wuschke - Permitting Process 
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S. B. BUTRENCHUK 

INVOICE 

Dak October 10.2001 
lnvoics No.: SBB 01-10 

MaQtite Mineral8 Ltd. 
Box880 
Elklwd, B.C. 
MB Im, 

Salaries: Sdays@$4m/day 
TNdc llaolan@so.5(Ma 
Expeneeb-per- 
Per dim: 2 days @ $36Jrday 
G.S.T. on $2,550 

$ 2,000.00 
550.00 
44.94 
70.00 

178.50 

TOTAL: s 2,843.44 

G.S.T. No.: 138014188J?T 

6J 
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Sodalite Specimens Page 1 of 2 

Sodalite Specimens 
I 

.... FF't: 4.42 02. (1252 

the piece 
3. inuv 

good condition. showing little damage. Their bladed 
form definitdy does not seean to corresp-d to the c u b e b d  structure ofSodaliKs0 maybe &e base material 
is the Hackmanite. This base material contains many indeterminate, tiny black crystals and several broken bits 
of some equally tiny violet crystals that appear to glow a pale yellow-white under longwave UV light. What is 
so odd is that none ofthe material resembles regular Scdalite in any way, especially in cdor- it is cdorless or a 
gray-white, as opposed to the deeo blue ofthe more common material. I think that I will have to do a few basic 

maybe see $someone at a nearby university c8n it is very enigmatic. 

(1 10.7 g) .... Loc: Cerro Sap,  

specimen shows more 
ly seen. It consists of a chunk of 
surface of the Sodalite is divided 
cxystdline. There is  even one 

lane! It has the c l e c  pale azure- 
rmal light. Besides the barite 

ch I belive indimtes 

.. Wt: 02. .... Loc: M.G., Brazil 
I 

ims was a pantcu listing. See the 
This list can be limited to 
Would you like to be notified when additional specimens are available? & 

(newest items) 



Sodalite Specimens 
bhis  list can be limited to -. 
This is a ppmal listing. See the (earlier specimen$ 

10% Discount - Sale," ' 
cm) .... Wt 02. (208 g) .... Loc: (undeterdned) 

of this cabinet piece h 
not generally exceed 0. andappesrtoshow 

A .so 
, ._ ._ _._ .,.. .. .. . _.- "-. ,319 g) .... h: (undetermhed) 

pink has lasted for more than 3 
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